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We chose to work on biometrics for high-value services with the Biometrics Institute and Mobey
Forum because the use of biometrics is an important topic, not only for consumers and citizens,
but also for the organizations in which we work.
If we look at the biometrics market, we can see that it has undergone a dramatic transformation.
In addition to the traditional market, which includes border and physical access control, a new
mass market is emerging, supported by players from the mobile phones and devices fields. We
have observed a number of new trends in this market:




The user experience, which is key to user adoption, is taking on new importance.
The object used for authentication belongs to the user, who decides to purchase it based
on criteria that are not usually considered by security and compliance managers.
Biometrics is the necessary condition for using authentication on mobile devices.

Has the authentication market been "uber-ized"? It may be a buzzword, but what I get from it is
the idea that the foundations of a traditional market have been completely reworked, like the taxi
market after Uber appeared, or the vacation rental market after AirBnB. What matters now is how
a service can be delivered when what already exists is no longer enough. Maybe authentication
has been uber-ized because users were looking for technologies that were better integrated, more
user-friendly, invisible...
In any event, the time to question whether or not biometrics will be adopted has passed.
Biometrics has already become part of our day-to-day lives, and is an increasingly standard
feature on new devices such as phones and tablets.
So, with mobile payment gaining acceptance, which tech company’s system will come to
dominate? Apple Pay has a big lead at the moment, but other players are positioned on this market
as well. New key questions are also moving to the forefront. For example, what impact will the
spread of biometrics have on service providers? How will biometrics affect our very notion of
security? Does it not call for a new definition, as it becomes one part of the proof of identity and
normalizes the use of two factors?
As we move from authentication means chosen and supplied by the banks to third-party
technologies, security will depend on how the technology is implemented. This idea was explored
in the implementation session, when we looked at the potential implementations of sensitive data,
with contributions from Certgate and Trustonic.
Evaluation and certification, while not usually hot topics when considering biometrics, are also
both a mandatory step in building trust and necessary for players to be able to assess risks. In this
context, it was interesting to get a better understanding of the European project BEAT and the
Biometrics Alliance Initiative’s evaluation framework, and to hear from a commercial lab, ELITT,
to look at the question from their viewpoint.
Finally, as all technology exists in a specific context, it seemed important to get a regulator's
perspective, especially with regard to developments taking place on a European scale.
I hope the discussions and material from this first joint meeting provide some insight into the
current state of biometrics for high-value services, as well as some food for thought as we look
ahead and continue to shape the future of this field.

Cedric Hozanne
Natural Security Alliance
CEO
Natural Security Alliance – 165 avenue de Bretagne 59000 Lille
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Agenda of the first joint meeting
Session 1: Global picture and introduction






Presentation of the Mobey Forum study: "Biometrics in the financial industry:
opportunities and obstacles"
o Philippe Le Pape, Morpho
o Sirpa Nordlund, Mobey Forum
“So what is going to be next?”: A sneak peek from the Biometrics Institute annual Industry
Survey
o Nathalie Fanet, Morpho
o Michael Smith, Royal Bank of Scotland
Biometrics on mobile devices: A review by Natural Security Alliance
o Pierre Antonio, Natural Security Alliance

Session 2: Implementations


Security and implementations: How can we be sure that biometric implementations will
be secure? Trusted execution environments, secure elements and secure environments.
o Christophe Colas, Trustonic
o Alexander Gabriel, Certgate

Session 3: Evaluation and testing


Evaluation and testing: Contributions from labs (ELITT), the Biometrics Alliance Initiative
and the European project BEAT (introduced by CEA)
o Veronique Mauduit, Elitt
o Alain Merle, CEA LETI,MINATEC
o André Delaforge, Natural Security Alliance

Session 4: Regulation


The EU general data protection regulation and biometrics. Contribution from the CNIL
(French data protection authority)
o Clémence Scottez, CNIL
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Introduction
A first joint meeting
Over the last two years, biometric technologies have reached a large audience through mobile
devices. Initially used to unlock handsets, biometrics now increasingly control access to various
services including payments and digital banking.
Does the expanding use of biometrics mean they will complement or replace current
authentication methods such as smartcards? Biometrics is becoming increasingly commonplace,
but questions around implementation, openness and evaluation have not really been addressed.
The market is clearly waiting for certain key details to be fleshed out before this approach can
really take off. For example, interoperability must be made standard so service providers can
accept the authenticators deployed and consumers are not limited in where they can shop for
goods and services. Similarly, a simple, consistent user approach needs to be developed and
deployed so consumers can enjoy the same experience for all services. Finally, security must be
made a priority right from the beginning of the design phase, and evaluation and certification
schemes must be established and become recognized.

Biometrics for high-value services: Opportunities, obstacles and breakthroughs1
The growing use of biometrics continues to be a major trend across the consumer market. It has
redefined the authentication user experience by combining simplicity and efficiency without
requiring a PIN or password. But deploying these solutions always raises questions about the
impact they have on transactions and, more generally, services.
Until recently, authentication—the way access to a service is controlled—has always been
managed by the service provider, whether a bank or an e-commerce platform, and has
traditionally been based on an ID and a password. The switch to biometric authentication,
overwhelmingly supported by users who appreciate its speed and ease of use, is a real gamechanger that should not be taken lightly. As an alliance dedicated to strong authentication, we
need to explore this new paradigm and its effects, considering not only the industry and economic
outcomes but also the ramifications for data protection.
Make no mistake, this change is not just a question of simple technological evolution: it delegates
control over authentication to a third party. From an industry standpoint, the spread of solutions
integrating biometrics goes along with the emergence of platforms offering access to services. The
use of biometrics in mobile phones, tablets and TVs leads to the development of solutions whose
characteristics are exclusively known to and managed by the integrators. Implementation,
upgrading and evaluation of these new authentication methods are therefore entrusted to new
players outside the traditional transaction chain (e.g. regulators, card schemes, banks, retailers).
These new players are in a race to roll out a solution that will become the industry standard. They
are vying both for position as the leading innovator in the field and to establish the largest user
base so they can shape the market with their vision, user experience, equipment and business
model. Companies with global reach and a comprehensive approach have the upper hand over
local actors, which operate within a necessarily smaller scope and possibly under restrictive local
regulations, and which may not have the same large-scale production capacity.

1

Originally posted on Payments Journal: http://www.paymentsjournal.com/Content/Blogs/Industry_Blog/25703/
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In terms of transaction authentication and security standards, commodifying biometric solutions
marks a real shift in thinking. This is especially true for European countries that have established
and implemented robust security standards that rely on evaluation and certification schemes. It
is also disrupting our way of seeing things, as the widespread use of biometrics is considered
progress over existing practices in countries still dominated by the magnetic strip, while it just
raises more questions in countries that have adopted chip cards.
This baseline position could plausibly explain our current perception of biometrics. Yet the major
question of how to implement biometrics in consumer devices such as mobile phones remains
unanswered.
In fact, many questions around implementation, openness and evaluation have not been
sufficiently addressed. A prime example of the consequences of this problem can be seen in the
recent revelation that the Android OS contains malware capable of potentially stealing fingerprint
data from devices, such as Samsung Galaxy S5’s fingerprint reader, before they reach a secure
processor.
There is also still work to be done on evaluating different implementations for authenticating
access to value-added services. A number of initiatives have taken shape to provide visibility on
the performance and security required in biometric technologies, including the BEAT project
sponsored by the EU and projects under way at the Biometrics Alliance Initiative.
The spread of biometric solutions also signals a change in business model, as new actors become
a necessary link in the transaction and value chains. These new actors are looking for ways to
enhance the value of data that passes through their platforms while monetizing the authentication
operations that rely on their technologies.
Given the current state of play, we need to take a step back and fully comprehend the implications
of these new authentication technologies, especially for value-added services. This was the goal
of the first "Biometrics for High-Value Services: Opportunities, Obstacles and Breakthroughs"
meeting organized jointly by the Biometrics Institute, Mobey Forum and Natural Security Alliance.
The meeting focused on questions around implementing, testing and evaluating biometric
technologies, and will serve as the basis for a new white paper. Specifically, we addressed security
in different implementations, looking at how to ensure that implementations provide the requisite
protection and functionality. Evaluation was examined with respect to functioning, suitability for
the current environment and application to real use cases. We also considered the perspectives of
different regulators, for example banking regulators and regulators involved in data protection.
I hope the discussions and material from this first joint meeting, which are included in these
meeting notes, provide some insight into the current state of biometrics for high-value services,
as well as some food for thought as we look ahead and continue to shape the future of this field.

Natural Security Alliance – 165 avenue de Bretagne 59000 Lille
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Key trends in the use of biometrics
Mobey Forum study: "Biometrics in the financial industry: Opportunities and obstacles"
Mobey Forum recently released a report (http://www.mobeyforum.org/biometrics-survey-results/)
exploring current attitudes to biometrics within the banking industry, key use cases, industry
drivers and obstacles standing in the way of progress. Feedback from 235 respondents from
across the world clearly shows that biometric services are a priority. At present, 22% of banks
already offer biometrics to their customers and 65% are planning to offer such services in the
near future. More than half plan to launch fingerprint biometrics for their end users, with an
additional 21% focusing on voice recognition.
In general, financial institutions are keen to adopt biometrics to provide convenience, reinforce
their image as innovators and improve both the perception of security and security itself. They
also understand the positive impact of biometrics on customer retention and acquisition, and aim
to maximize this effect.
The survey is available online at the following address: http://www.mobeyforum.org/biometrics-surveyresults/

Banking and financial
institution

Other

It is more convenient for consumers

10%

17%

We want to be viewed as innovative and advanced

8%

11%

It increases security of authentication

7%

10%

Customers perceive biometrics as more secure

4%

8%

Positive impact on customer acquisition and retention

5%

8%

Promote digital services and reduce transaction costs

3%

5%

We believe it's cost effective

2%

3%

Why is biometrics interesting for your company?

Figure 1: Why is biometrics interesting for your company?

The biggest obstacles hindering the adoption of biometrics by financial institutions echo the key
questions identified earlier:


Dependence on technology providers, including handset vendors. This particular point
highlights the need for an open interface, which is perceived as a better option for banks.



Customers’ perceived privacy issues.



The reliability and accuracy of biometric technology.



Regulation and regulatory uncertainty.
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What do you think are the biggest obstacles in adopting
biometric authentication?

Banking and financial
institution

Other

Dependence on technology providers

9%

10%

Customer perceived privacy issues

9%

8%

Reliability and accuracy of biometric technology

8%

7%

Regulation

8%

6%

Non-standard technologies in biometrics

7%

4%

Unknown vulnerabilities

7%

4%

Non-standard technologies in smartphones

6%

3%

Rising Costs

4%

3%

Figure 2: What do you think are the biggest obstacles in adopting biometric authentication?

“So what is going to be next?”: A sneak peek from the Biometrics Institute’s annual
industry survey
The Biometrics Institute’s 6th annual industry survey
(http://www.biometricupdate.com/201507/biometrics-institute-issues-results-of-annualindustry-survey-to-members ) captures trends and developments in the biometrics industry and
measures performance expectations for the industry in the coming years.
Mobile payments/m-commerce and online customer authentication are among the most
anticipated developments in biometrics, along with large-scale national ID deployments and
border security/e-gates.

Natural Security Alliance – 165 avenue de Bretagne 59000 Lille
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Figure 3: Looking ahead, in which area do you think there will be the MOST significant development in the use of
biometrics during the next five years?

The survey is available online on Mobey Forum website:
http://www.mobeyforum.org/whitepaper/biometrics-survey-results/

Biometrics on mobile devices: The need for open architecture
The scope of application of mainstream biometrics is expanding:


New uses, including in the service industry (e.g. access to online banking services).



Different implementations (e.g. all sorts of connected devices, not just mobile phones).



All possible transactions (e.g. transfers, wallets, digital IDs).



New acquisition methods (e.g. using a biometric reader connected to a payment or access
control terminal).

But deployments depend on proprietary technologies, whose performance can be hard to
evaluate and which cannot be accessed outside the manufacturer's ecosystem.
The study recently presented by Mobey Forum 2 clearly shows strong user demand for open
interfaces. To the question, "Handset manufacturers have been integrating fingerprint sensor in
mobile devices. Some of the fingerprint sensors have an open interface, where the authentication
data can be controlled by the bank or a provider chosen by the bank. How do you see this
development?", 83% of companies surveyed responded, "A fingerprint sensor with an open
interface is an opportunity for us."

2

Mobey Forum’s Biometrics Survey Results, July 2015
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An open interface paves the way for:


Laying the groundwork for an interoperability scheme: personal objects can be used both
as acquisition terminals and for processing biometric data; existing biometric standards
can be combined with secure exchanges between acquisition and data processing
terminals to create an open ecosystem of technologies suited to different use cases.



Implementing an evaluation and certification scheme.



Evaluating performance and security using a white box approach (rather than a black box
approach).

Smartphones vs. connected devices
An open interface makes it possible to implement strong authentication technology in different
form factors, giving users the freedom to choose their device, brand and features. Such openness
expands the market to include all users, not just consumers with smartphones or devices made
by a certain company. It also enables users who so choose to have a specific device dedicated to
transactions, in addition to their cards and phone.

Security and implementations: How can we be sure that biometric
implementations will be secure?
Certgate
“An application can do little harm if its access to the underlying operating system is appropriately
restricted.” This excerpt from the report on the 1996 UseNix UNIX San Jose symposium
established the need to start securing certain IT resources, especially with the arrival of the
internet. Now, with the internet growing exponentially and systems becoming ever more complex,
the number of security vulnerabilities is on the rise, as is the risk of fraud. The increasing need for
security was confirmed in 2014 by the 12% jump in global sales of secure elements. According to
Timothée Mangenot, Chairman at Eurosmart, the market is expected to grow by at least as much
again in 2015.3
A secure environment represents more than just one mechanism for guaranteeing data protection
and restricting illegal access, use or modification of data and information: it is the sum of all such
mechanisms. It is similar in this way to the Trusted Computing Base (TCB) described in NASA's
automated information security handbook (1993): "The totality of protection mechanisms within
a computer (i.e., hardware, firmware, and software) responsible for enforcing security. The ability
of a TCB to correctly enforce security depends solely on the mechanisms within the TCB and on
the correct input of parameters (e.g., a user's clearance) by system personnel.”
Several different technologies are currently available on the market, and can be found in
smartphones, computers and connected devices. Each technology corresponds to a different level
of security and investment.
The first level involves rich OSs, and offers fairly basic software protection at no extra cost.
Examples include container solutions such as Google for Work.

3

http://www.eurosmart.com/publications/market-overview
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The second level is the trusted execution environment (TEE), which relies on relatively low-cost
medium-level protection mechanisms to host applications, such as home banking tools, and store
sensitive data. A prime example at this level is Samsung Knox, an initiative launched by the Korean
company to protect corporate data.
Finally, the third level comprises the secure elements mentioned above, which run and store data
in tamper-proof hardware (e.g. smartcard, SIM, MicroSD). This level offers the most robust
hardware and software protection. It involves an additional cost, mainly due to the need to acquire
the chip itself. Certgate notes that this solution is particularly suitable for storing biometric
fingerprints, which is why it is so important that dedicated secure elements remain under user
control at all times.
So the most important question to answer is what kind of information needs to be protected, since
this will determine which solution can provide the right level of protection. Do these data really
require a high level of security, and am I prepared to invest accordingly?

Figure 4: Combination of technologies when applied to a Natural Security context - Certgate

Trustonic
Whether used for personal or professional purposes, connected devices and smartphones are now
an integral part of everyday life. But managing the data created by the growing range of uses has
proven increasingly challenging because such data are vulnerable to fraud.
As these devices gain in connectedness and functionality—from managing TV content to mobile
payments—the potential for security breaches rises. As a result, new security mechanisms are
required to enable legitimate third parties to access applications while blocking attackers. Service
providers and manufacturers must protect these applications from attacks originating in the
operating system by authenticating the user and the service in question.
The TEE defined by GlobalPlatform (GP) represents a secure space within a mobile phone or other
mobile device that is isolated from other device execution environments. Testing and certification
procedures have been established by various GP working groups to ensure compliance with
Natural Security Alliance – 165 avenue de Bretagne 59000 Lille
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specifications. Use of this system has widened dramatically in recent years, in both personal and
professional electronic devices and across a range of fields, from payment and content
management to healthcare. It is estimated that over 350 million devices are currently equipped
with a TEE, turning them into "trusted devices" and establishing a balance between security and
user experience.
The benefits provided by Trustonic's TEE rely on a number of mechanisms:


Protecting application code and data, including crypto keys, certificates and user-specific
data, in hardware-protected environments using hardware roots of trust and hardware
isolation.



Protecting user interactions with a hardware-based trusted user interface to secure
login/password, PIN, biometric and explicit transaction validation operations.



Enabling secure over-the-air deployment of TEE-enabled services into devices.



Access to large memory space in the device and high computing performance.



Providing device and trusted application certification to service provider servers.

Figure 5: User authentication solution map - Trustonic

Natural Security Alliance – 165 avenue de Bretagne 59000 Lille
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Evaluation and testing
Evaluating biometric technologies: A laboratory perspective
ELITT, a subsidiary of Groupement des Cartes Bancaires CB, is an evaluation laboratory that
specializes in secure electronic transactions.
ELITT’s main business is to check the proper functioning and interoperability of issuance
products (e.g. cards, mobile phones, portable objects, e-passports) and acceptance systems
(e.g. POIs, unattended terminals, e-business) used in the payment, transportation, healthcare and
identity sectors.
The ISO committee defines evaluation, also known as conformity assessment, as the
"demonstration that specified requirements relating to a product, process, system, person or body
are fulfilled".4
In the context of biometric technologies, evaluation tests should answer a wide variety of
questions, for example: Does it work on a sunny day? Is it easy to use? What are the false rejection
and false acceptance rates? Is the product compatible with different devices from different
providers? Can the unit under test be hacked? Can the modality be spoofed?
Tests aim to guarantee that the biometric solution is as convenient and safe as traditional
solutions (e.g. chip cards, PIN codes on a mobile phone). Such a guarantee is best provided by
having an independent laboratory measure system performance, verify conformity to specified
standards (e.g. ISO) and assess security.
The use of an independent and recognized laboratory to perform these tests in accordance with a
specification or norm ensures fairness and guarantees the methodology followed, for example an
evaluation framework defined by the Biometrics Alliance Initiative (BAI) or the Biometrics
Evaluation And Testing (BEAT) project.
Evaluation should take into account the business and technical requirements for a targeted usage.

An introduction to the BEAT project: Biometric evaluation and testing using a Common
Criteria evaluation methodology
The goal of the BEAT project is to define a pragmatic methodology and tools for evaluating and
testing biometrics using a Common Criteria (CC) evaluation methodology, since there are
currently only three CC-certified products.
BEAT aims to establish a framework of standard operational evaluations for biometric
technologies. This will be achieved by:

4



Developing an online open platform to transparently and independently evaluate
biometric systems against validated benchmarks.



Designing protocols and tools for vulnerability analysis.



Developing standardization documents for CC evaluations.

Source: ISO/IEC 17000.
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Additionally, legal aspects will be considered to address issues around both intellectual property
and privacy and data protection, to ensure that the BEAT framework can be used by the research
community and companies.
The project will produce three outcomes. First, it will be possible to measure the reliability of
biometric systems, which should lead to a meaningful increase in performance. Second,
technology transfer from research to companies will be much easier because there will be an
interoperable framework. Finally, decision-makers and authorities will be informed about
advances in biometrics, the results of which will have an impact on standards. Given these
outcomes, we expect that BEAT will significantly contribute to the development of a European
identification certification system.
The BEAT project has a clear focus on anti-spoofing capabilities for all modalities, because:


Systems without liveness detection cannot be certified.



Systems with “good” liveness detection cannot be certified.

An introduction to the Biometrics Alliance Initiative project: An evaluation framework for
non-governmental applications
The Biometrics Alliance Initiative was formed to define a common process for testing, approving
and certifying biometric technology. This framework for the performance, security and usability
of biometrics aligns with business and user needs, and complies with international standards,
particularly for payment, banking and access control.
The initiative, which has been welcomed by regulators, is based on key differentiating essentials
like practicality and feasibility, and defines specific application scenarios for biometric use.
Assessment looks at multiple factors such as technology, performance, security, interoperability
and environment, thus offering a wider scope for overall evaluation. Furthermore, the evaluation
methodology framework can evolve to encompass changes in biometrics resulting from
technological and societal evolutions.
The BAI was started to provide users better visibility over biometric technologies. At present, user
confidence in and access to biometric technologies is severely limited by the lack of a recognized
certification process for biometric solutions and the absence of European harmonization.
While some biometric standards already exist and ensure the interoperability of biometric
systems, they generally target government applications. In order for biometrics to gain ground
commercially and in private companies, performance and operation benchmarks and baselines
adapted to private sector use must be developed so that performance, security and usability
expectations can be set, evaluated and met.
It is a fact that not all biometric technologies or implementations are created equal. Some have
been developed to offer convenience, while others have been designed to meet the more
ambitious objective of improving security. Characterizing, segmenting and evaluating biometric
solutions (whether in a usage context or independently) will serve to create and maintain user
confidence in biometrics. One of the BAI’s objectives is to lead the way in shaping the security,
usability and performance requirements and certification of all different biometric technologies
and implementations
The BAI aims to define a testing, certification and approval process that will make it possible to
guarantee different levels of security and usability, to align with needs and international
standards in the banking and payment processing industry. It will also provide the necessary
testing procedures to enable this infrastructure.
Natural Security Alliance – 165 avenue de Bretagne 59000 Lille
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The BAI is set up as a working group that provides a forum where users can express their needs,
but also aims to publish, with the support of specialist suppliers, concrete operational
recommendations for the use and development of biometrics. The BAI will therefore offer
biometric technology suppliers documentation on user requirements and constraints based on
the work of and direct input from different users. Furthermore, it will develop a methodology for
evaluating biometric solutions with regard to transparency and competition. This methodology
will be developed in cooperation with users and suppliers, and will build on objective criteria.
Deliverables (Version1.0 available)
WP1: Evaluation levels for biometric technology



D.1.1. Biometric system representations
D.1.2. Definition of the different evaluation levels: compliance and certification and the
approval level for self-assessment

WP2: Definition of general requirements for the evaluation frameworks






D.2.1. General requirements for Functionality evaluation framework
D.2.2. General requirements for Performance evaluation framework
D.2.3. General requirements for Interoperability evaluation Framework
D.2.4. General requirements for Environment evaluation framework
D.2.5. General requirements for Security evaluation framework

WP3: Definition of specific tests and test tools for the evaluation frameworks considering all
evaluation levels and the different biometric representations at each level






D.3.1. Specific tests for Functionality evaluation framework
D.3.2. Specific tests and test tools for Performance evaluation framework
D.3.3. Specific tests and test tools for Interoperability evaluation framework
D.3.4. Specific tests and test tools for Environment evaluation framework
D.3.5. Specific tests for Security evaluation framework

WP4: Definition of the global certification scheme




D.4.1. Structure and organization of the global biometric certification scheme
D.4.2. Types of certificates
D.4.3. Scopes for accreditations

Natural Security Alliance – 165 avenue de Bretagne 59000 Lille
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The EU general data protection regulation and biometrics
A summary of the French data protection authority’s presentation at the joint meeting hosted by
Natural Security Alliance, Mobey Forum and the Biometrics Institute on July 1, 2015 in Paris.
This analysis is limited to the business-to-consumer context, and does not address the use of
biometrics by government bodies, police or other law enforcement agencies.

The lack of a specific European framework, and French legislation as an example of
national law
Until recently, the European data protection law, essentially Directive 95/46, has not provided
any specific framework for biometrics. As a result, some Member States have established their
own rules on the matter. For instance, in France, biometric authentication cannot be implemented
until the data protection authority has granted permission.
While French law provides that prior authorization is required to implement a biometric system,
it does not lay out any specific rules or conditions on the use of biometrics itself. Thus, the data
protection authority has defined guidelines that focus solely on technical and organizational
measures for mitigating data protection and privacy risks. These guidelines explain how the
general data protection rules should be respected. For instance, with regard with proportionality,
necessity and data minimization, they state that the processing of biometric data must be essential
to security rather than simply the most convenient or cost-effective approach. This ensures that
the resulting loss of privacy is proportional to the anticipated benefit. In addition, in light of the
sensitive nature of the data involved, biometric systems must implement the appropriate
technical and organizational measures to guarantee data security.
To date, most of the rules address biometric techniques used by employees, but guidelines related
to biometrics in everyday life are also being developed.

A forward-looking approach to European regulation
In January 2012, the European Commission proposed a comprehensive reform of data protection
rules to strengthen individuals’ rights, reduce administrative formalities, increase sanctioning
powers, improve the clarity and coherence of the EU directive on personal data protection, and
achieve consistent and effective implementation.

Taking biometrics into account
The proposed regulation expressly considers biometrics and therefore provides a common
foundation for Member States. However, it should be stressed that the regulation is still being
discussed by the European institutions. The present analysis adopts a forward-looking approach
that takes into account the various versions amended by the institutions.
With regard to biometrics, the current debate centers around the very nature of biometric data.
The European Parliament argues that biometric data are a specific type of data, and that
processing of such data should be prohibited across the board unless exceptions (such as the prior
consent) apply. On the other side of the debate, the Council of the EU has adopted a more
traditional approach and views biometric data as mere personal data. This position is less
restrictive because many conditions legitimize the processing of such data (e.g. prior consent,
legitimate interests of the data controller).
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Consent: The key to justifying data processing
Consent will be the key for biometric processing, regardless of the nature of such data. In both
versions of the amended regulation, consent is the key for transparency and data subject
empowerment. In contrast, it seems that legitimate interests of the data controller cannot be
sufficient to justify biometric processing. To be sufficient, its interests would have to objectively
prevail over the data subjects’ right to not be enrolled in a biometric system, but such cases are
extremely rare in a business-to-consumer context: it is hard to identify any legitimate interest that
would outweigh data subjects’ rights when a biometric method is used to authenticate clients in
everyday life.
The proposed regulation presents new provisions to strengthen consent. To be valid, consent
must respect four conditions. First, it must be freely given, which means it cannot be obtained
through mandatory acceptance of general terms and conditions (e.g. for a global service). Second,
consent must be specific to the data processing in question and its scope. Third, the data subject
must be informed about all the characteristics of the processing. Finally, the data subject must be
able to revoke his or her consent, so there must be technical means in place to reverse the use of
biometric data in the system.

Moving towards accountability
The proposed regulation does not provide a specific framework for biometrics, but it does
expressly take biometrics into account. The obligations regarding biometric processing are the
same general and common principles that apply to all data controllers, joint controllers and data
processors.
In keeping with the American model, the accountability principle is enshrined in the European
Commission’s proposal. This principle comprises several obligations, including the obligations to
report and explain, and to identify and document the measures implemented to comply with data
protection laws. In addition, the data controller must assume liability and warrant the verifiability
of measures taken. Finally, the data controller should, at any time, be able to demonstrate to
authorities and the data subject how compliance is reached.
These obligations concern all types of data processing, including processing of biometric data.
Data controllers should therefore ensure that biometric systems implement all the technical and
organizational measures needed to mitigate privacy risks, and they should be able to prove such
implementation at any time.

New tools to comply with the accountability principle
To comply with the accountability principle, the risks to privacy and data protection must first be
identified. The proposal stipulates that a risk analysis or privacy impact assessment should be
carried out when processing data, for example biometric data, represents a danger for the data
subject.
A privacy impact assessment is a process by which the entity evaluates the risks associated with
processing personal data and defines additional measures to mitigate these risks. The entity
should take into account the nature of the information, the purpose of the data processing
operations, data security, less-intrusive measures already taken, and so on.
With regard to biometrics, the controller should pay particular attention to three risks: identity
fraud, misappropriation and data breach. To mitigate these risks, technical measures must be
taken at the design stage of processing; this is the privacy-by-design principle.
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Privacy-by-design constitutes a second tool that data controllers can use to comply with the
accountability principle under the proposed regulation. Privacy-by-design means appropriate
and proportionate technical measures and procedures are built in directly during the design
phase in such a way that processing complies with the proposal. In other words, it means the
general principles stipulated in the data protection law are translated into technology and
technological tools.
In connection with biometrics and the three specific risks identified above, actors collaborating to
design a biometric system should focus on certain technical measures. Sensor and biometric
technology manufacturers should design anti-spoofing sensors and ensure raw data are
automatically deleted after the template is calculated. Integrators should add security measures
to the final product, for example by decentralizing the database. Many other effective technical
measures exist as well, including the use of a personal device, the use of templates instead of raw
data, encryption of such templates, and immediate deletion of data that are no longer needed for
processing.

Conclusion
Once adopted, the proposed regulation will provide many Member States with both a legal
framework that explicitly takes biometrics into account and new tools such as privacy-by-design
and the privacy impact assessment. The regulation does not constitute an actual specific
framework for biometric technology; however, it provides data controllers with new tools that
can help them comply with the general principles of data protection.
In the future, companies and data protection authorities should work closely together to facilitate
the elaboration of specific guidelines on biometrics and to encourage the private sector to develop
privacy-friendly biometric systems.
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Resources
Presentations
Presentations are available on the Natural Security Alliance sharepoint site.
https://naturalsecurity.sharepoint.com/sites/alliance/Documents/_layouts/15/start.aspx#/Communication%20Documents/Forms/AllItems
.aspx?RootFolder=%2Fsites%2Falliance%2FDocuments%2FCommunication%20Documents%2F09%2EJoint%20meeting%2F01%2E%20Biom
etrics%20Institute%20%26%20Mobey%20Forum&FolderCTID=0x012000B47A43BA9FB30E4A9F0645CE7333AE3D&View=%7B422D8A47%2
D33C3%2D43CE%2DAD7A%2D4ACEC72B0EB6%7D

Contacts
Biometrics Institute
Isabelle Moeller | manager@biometricsinstitute.org | biometricsinstitute.org |
Biometrics Alliance Initiative
André Delaforge | adelaforge@naturalsecurityalliance.org |biometrics-alliance.com |
CEA LETI, MINATEC
Alain MERLE | alain.merle@cea.fr | cea.fr |
Certgate
Alexander Gabriel | alexander.gabriel@certgate.com | certgate.com|
Elitt
Véronique Mauduit | veronique.mauduit@elitt.com | elitt.com |
Mobey forum
Sirpa Nordlund | Sirpa.nordlund@mobeyforum.org | mobeyforum.org |
Natural Security Alliance
Pierre Antonio | pantonio@naturalsecurityalliance.org| naturalsecurityalliance.org |
Trustonic
Christophe Colas | christophe.colas@trustonic.com |trustonic.com
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About the Biometrics Institute
The Biometrics Institute is the independent and
impartial
international
membership
organisation for biometric users and other
interested parties established in 2001 to
promote the responsible use of biometrics. It
provides its members, key stakeholders and the
public with services providing best-practice
information about biometrics such as the
Biometrics Privacy Guidelines and the
Biometrics Institute Vulnerability Assessment
Expert Group (BVAEG). It offers a variety of
events to enable the sharing of expertise and knowledge about biometrics in a trusted
environment. These events include the Asia-Pacific Conference, the Showcase Australia and
Showcase Europe as well as regular member networking meetings and training courses in
Sydney, Canberra, Wellington, London, Brussels, Singapore and Washington. It conducts the
annual Biometrics Institute Industry Survey every June.
Isabelle Moeller | manager@biometricsinstitute.org | www.biometricsinstitute.org |

About Mobey Forum
Mobey Forum is the global
industry
association
empowering banks and other
financial institutions to lead in
the future of mobile financial
services.
Mobey
Forum
connects
industry thought leaders to identify commercial drivers for the development of better mobile
commerce. Mobey Forum’s members collaborate to analyse business strategies and technologies
to create innovative, interoperable and competitive financial services.
Sirpa Nordlund | Sirpa.nordlund@mobeyforum.org | www.mobeyforum.org |

About Natural Security Alliance
The Natural Security standard defines a strong
authentication method dedicated to online and
offline transactions. It is based on a unique combination
of pairing technology, local biometric verification and a
personal device.
Natural Security Alliance is an international association
that aims to accelerate the development and adoption
of solutions implementing this standard. It brings
together leaders from the business, banking and
payment industries, as well as solution providers and
manufacturers. All members of the Alliance share the
goal of encouraging their clients to adopt payment and
authentication solutions based on the Natural Security standard.
André Delaforge | adelaforge@naturalsecurityalliance.org | www.naturalsecurityalliance.org |
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